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Many squaredancers feel that their
form of dance is uniquely American.
We agree, and to those who argue
strongly that jazz dancing is the only
truly American dance form, we reply
that jazz owes as much to its African
heritage as the square dance does to
its forebears of the English and French
courts.
If we square dancers are going to
maintain this point of view, we must
recognize and accept the traditions of
this heritage. No one will propose ignoring the tradition of dressing for
the dance in our "finest," but neither will they insist on hours of
washing and ironing finery in these
days of perma-press; no one denies the
need for a competent caller, but
neither will we require him to shout
his commands into a megaphone in
these days of hi-fidelity PA systems.
In other words, we must be selective
in maintaining traditions in the square
dance field. One group working to2
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ward the goal of preserving the best
of our traditions is the Lloyd Shaw
Foundation, ably described by Mrs.
Dorothy Shaw, on page 9.
With this issue, we begin the second year of our editorship of
SQUARE DANCE magazine. We, too,
endeavor to preserve the best of our
traditional heritage, and hope that
through the coming years, we will see
the beginnings of new customs and
practices vilich will enrich the square
dance in America. As any reader will
already have sensed, the traditions
we most like to encourage retaining
in today's dancing are smooth flowing figures, good quality music, variety in programming, colorful tasteful costumes, and above all, fellowship and FUN!
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I want to tell you how flattered
I am that you would consider my article, "Boy, Are You Lucky" worth
printing. My husband and I have been
square dancing a couple of years now,
and I don't know what we did before
that, but it couldn't have been any
fun.
Both Johnny Davis and Ginny Duffey were happy to loan me your magazine so that I might see the article,
but I couldn't get anyone to let me
keep it. Seems like everyone keeps all
your issues themselves.
So, could you please send me your
August issue? Since I'll probably NEVER see my name in print again, I intend to frame that article and hang it
in the living room. Whenever my kids
think they know more than their mother, I'll drag them in front of that
article and make them hold appropriate "services." That'll teach 'em!
Thank you again, I really do apGeneva Parsons
preciate it.
Villa Hills, Ky.

The August issue was great! I especially enjoyed the articles by two of
New England's finest, Dick Leger and
Dave Hass. Coupled with the review
on Jay King's book it seemed like
New England had sort of invaded your
editorial offices.
At the bottom of the Easy Level
page you ask "Would you like more
contras?" Yes, to the nth degree! I
noticed that both you and Bob Osgood reported on the resounding success of the contra clinic at the Seattle
national. Let's hope that they're finally making a comeback in populariBill Barton
ty.
Cornish Flat, N.H.
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Our Cayuga Cutups Summer Weekend has come and gone. Over 100 units were admitted to the camping facilities and 50 squares participated.
The sample copies of SQUARE
DANCE arrived in ample time... They
were placed in the arcade
One harried dancer came scurrying
up to ask if any more samples were
available as he and three friends
wished to subscribe. We managed to
come up with a single left-over copy,
and suggested that all four copy your
business address and send a check
right off.
Thank you so much for your generosity, and hope you do receive new
subscriptions as a result.
Louise Chave
Skaneateles, N.Y.
ED. NOTE: Sample copies of SQUARE
DANCE are available to any group or club
for distribution at special events, including
class graduations. Just drop us a card.

I have enclosed my order for the
new SQUARE DANCE magazine...
I was given your address by Mr.
John Page of Bury St. Edmonds, Suffolk, England. He recommended your
magazine, so I am looking forward to
my first issue.
Reg Whymark
Caller, Swingin Eights
Suffolk, England

Please renew my subscription of
the SQUARE DANCE magazine for
two years. It has helped my calling
and I would be lost without it.
Wilson Hoff
Annandale, N.J.

ADD MORE SMILEAGE
TO YOUR DANCE MILEAGE
READ

SQUARE DANCE
MAGAZINE
Eta
Nita
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Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed.
❑ Two Years at $9.00
[] One Year at $5.
(';■ nadtan and Foreign add 50c a year 1.■ r postage. U S Fund'
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Hallelujah' It's one year later and
I'm still writing this contemporary
(contemptuous?) column with tongue
tucked in the cheek bone, finger bone
connected to the quill bone, and backbone (I hope) still connected to the
head bone.
So much mad, galloping gallivanting
occured this past year I can't begin to
recount it here, but the freshest memories flood back quickly, gentle on my
gentlemanly mind. Alas, I must tell a
tale or two.

charge of 5254.45. That was a "yecchsperience" I hope never will be repeated.
I liked the buoyant spirit that was
generated among dancers at the Crossnore, N.C. weekend, boosted by Don
Williamson (a caller on the way up, riding a red boot); and Don (personality
Plus) Belvin, plus the Rusts and Easterdays.
We interrupt
this documentary
(whew— it's about time) to give you
this little gem of a maxim:
IF ALL CALLERS WHO PRACTICE
MID-DANCE DANCER BELITTLEMENT
WERE PLACED END TO END, AT
LEAST THEY'D BE OFF THE STAGE.

There was that wonderful August
steamboat dance trip on Lake George,
(N.Y.) with a hundred smiling, swaying square dancers on deck. The smiles
broadened at incidents such as the pilot turning back twice to pick up late
arrivals at the dock, and a caller (who
shall remain forever nameless) clad in
short subjects because someone forgot
to pack his western pants for the trip
from Rochester.
There was a deeply satisfying, inter
national dance weekend experience in
upstate N.Y. featuring Canadian caller,
"Little Orphan Easy" Easson and others, where workshops featured "better
dance style, flow and positioning" rather than the "latest and fastest."
There was one sad note-- hitting
and killing a deer in western New York
at 65 MPH, resulting in a toll road
6

It was great fun inserting sample copies of SQUARE DANCE magazine under the windshield wipers of all cars
displaying square dancer aerial flags
within the parking lots of turnpike service stops. Wonder if the recipients
read them with relish?
FASS THE

osti,

Looking ahead-- I'm laying up lots
of fortitude against a busy square
dance season, starting with that historic Septemberfest jet beginners course
in Kentucky. Festivals and callers clinics in both Nebraska and Alaska (of

4 STAN BURDICK
all places-- I can't wait) promise to be
high spots. I've got a yen to go to Japan, but they tell me it costs more than
that.
The other day I said to myself,
"Self," I said.... "You think you've got
problems, be thankful you haven't got
Chippaquidick's!" It seems my problems all stem from wishing for more
greenery but too often being in the
red. Thank goodness, I have a wife who
maintains a clenched — fiscal policy
around our house. Opposites really
do make good combinations, honest,
and life is far from dull. That goes
double for square dance families, and
maybe-- just maybe-- the reason square
dancing families have an extra measure
of togetherness is that they "go double." Hmm. Good ponderable thought.

"Dear Sir-- Please stop sending me
your literature. I can't join your square
dance class now. Thanks for naming all
the basics you plan to teach. I already
have a good start on them here. Every
day I swat fleas. I march single file,
make lines of four, give a little yell,
fold, bend and walk all around the corner, sometimes. I swing with my own
club. As you can see in the enclosed
photo, I am a member of a chain gang.
That's me, the third convict from the
left. By the way, there are one or two
basics you can help me with, please.
Tell me just how I can "break out, get
a line (fishing?) and go back home."

OK'
plod,
LETS ,

6O
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I've been fairly bursting with the
anticipation of sharing a couple of stories with you this month. The first one
came to me from the leaves of an old
gingkgo tree. It goes like this:
A caller was so eager to promote
his classes that he'd send notices again
and again to the same prospects, hoping someday to enroll them. One day
he got this reply from a fellow named
Jones:

The other story comes under the
category of "It Happened On The Way
to the Square Dance" and really happened to Bill and Irene Hart of North
Royalton, Ohio this summer. Here's
the way they tell it:
"During Dancin Daze week at Rainbow Lake Lodge in N.C. we took everybody on a scenic ride and picnic as we
usually do. We started out with a caravan of cars all having VD flags on their
antennas. The lead and tail cars both
had their lights on to make sure that
we didn't lose anyone. On the way we
7

passed a farmer who evidently thought
that we were a funeral procession. He
looked up just in time to catch the tail
end of our procession. He removed his
hat and held it over his heart until we
had passed. It was very touching but
somehow humorous."

ti
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DEALERS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
P.O. Box 1863
Sierra Vista 85635
Dancer's accessories, caller's equipment
CANADA
Canadian Music Sales
58 Advance Rd.
Toronto, Ont.
GEORGIA
Record Center
2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E.
Atlanta 30324

Wouldn't it be a welcome change
in today's fast-paced society if that
old-fashioned, neighborly, humble kind
of courtesy could be manifest more
often?
Know something? It's windup time.
My Mickey Mouse watch shows both
hands pointing straight up, and Mom
says that means lunch break, y'all
See you a sandwich later-- or at least
after a delicious, month-full, dance-full
interval.

ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago 60639
Ask about our bonus plan
INDIANA
Stevens Camera Supplies
3600 S. Main St.
Elkhart 46514

MASSACHUSETTS
Jerry's Record Service
48 Grove St.
Springfield 01107
OHIO
F & S Western Shop
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo 43609
Gervais Record Service
1891 Mapleview

Dr,

Cleveland 44131
Newcomb PA Systems

COVER TALK
One tradition in the dancing world
is portrayed this month in a line conversion by John Sennett of the painting, "Dancing On The Barb Floor"
by William Sidney Mount.
8

WASHINGTON
Aqua Barn Western Shop
1230'h Westlake Ave. N .
Seattle
Kappie's Record Korral
10400 Renton Ave. So.
Seattle, Wash. 98178
Frenchy Brown & Holiday Rag available

the
LLOYD S HAW

F

OUNDATION

by DOROTHY STOTT SHAW

The Lloyd Shaw Foundation
was organized as a legal identity in
the fall of 1964 by members of the
"Lloyd Shaw Dance Fellowship",
which is the constantly growing remnant of the great summer classes that
Lloyd Shaw held for years at Cheyenne Mountain School near Colorado
Springs. These were people with a
wide variety of interests and abilities,
bound together by a determination
not to lose what had been gained
during the years in which they had
danced so happily together . . American square dances.
When Lloyd Shaw died suddenly in 1958, these people assembled
spontaneously, to continue learning
and dancing, not through any feeling
of obligation to "carry on" but rather
because they couldn't help themselves. There was so much that must
not be lost: the great sense of beauty
in dance, for instance— the beautiful
rounds that were danced in long
phrases that moved through the mu-

sic— the beauty of squares with great
clean swings and swooping allemandes— the beauty of mixers moving neatly on the beat— of quadrilles like patterns in a kaleidoscope—
of contras like loom-woven serapes.
But the beauty of people mattered
more, and, various as these people
were, and just as inclined as any
group to disagree about all sorts of
things, they found that, in a group,
they gave off to each other a kind
of radiance that stimulated them all.
There were several fine callers
in the group, even a few "big names."
There was one of the very best contra men in the country. There were
two women who were and are great
round dance choreographers, teachers,
dancers. There were outstanding professional teachers. There was a great
dance-band musician. There were people who could write, people who
could edit, people who could talk
your head off. Just the typical group
9

of crusaders. But as time went on,
there emerged from this group talents
we had never suspected and backgrounds that went deep.
When the actual organization
took place we welcomed anyone
who was in sympathy with Lloyd
Shaw's dedication to maintaining the
integrity of American folk arts, whether they had ever worked in this
field or not. The short list of members lengthened-- donations began to
come in— a working bank balance developed— the owners of the Lloyd
Shaw Recordings dissolved that corpJration and turned their assets over
to the Lloyd Shaw Foundation,
which promptly lost interest in playing the "round-of-the-month" game
and dedicated itself to the production
of basics: Lloyd Shaw's great recording "Learning to Waltz"; a series of
contras beautifully played and flawlessly prompted; carefully constructed
rounds with spoken cues; lancers and
quadrilles that had never been recorded or were not easily available. It
was great fun, and the very best way
to go broke in the record business.
Still, we were not interested in making money beyond enough to keep
our heads above water far enough to
do some things we thought had to
be done.
As time passed you might think
we were growing older, but we were
not! Our average age kept dropping
because of several very good college
programs in which we were involved:
in some officially, in some incidentally. Our teachers began teaching
their students how to present the
American Square Dance, and these
young people joined the widening
circle bringing their enthusiasm and
their S2.00. (The Lloyd Shaw Foundation offers a student membership
for people still in school.) We began
sending people far and wide to conduct short workshops. We were a bit
startled when we realized that we
had committed ourselves in print to
an Elementary School Program of
the singing games and simple squares
10

and circles of our American background— not "modern squares" but
patterns containing the same basic
movements on a childhood level. We
spent months arranging and producing a just-right little manual that
would fit into the box with the records for this program, and then
jumped promptly into devising a related kindergarten program. This was
a sort of "blood, sweat and tears"
proposition and nobody but the printer and the record producer ever got
paid for working.
Exciting things happen to us.
Some generous friends made it possible to keep Lloyd Shaw's Christmas
pageant, "The Littlest Wiseman" in
print. These same friends also produce it annually, superbly and lovingly, on the stage. We started giving
contra clinics and found ourselves in
the syllabus business. Our elementary
school boss has just returned from a
choral institute where her task was to
teach folk dancing to the Texas Boys
Choir! Our most experienced college
instructor is taking a sabbatical from
our workshops at Colorado State University to experiment with a program
of folk rhythms and worship at an
ecumenical summer church-school.
It is perfectly possible to do things
like this all alone, but it has been fun
to do them with the backing of an
organization of like minded people!
This fall the Lloyd Shaw Foundation will be five years old. People
tell us our semi-annual reports are
downright interesting — and off-beat!
We are now managing the sales of all
Lloyd Shaw's books, and we have at
least three more books in the works.
We have never yet started anything
we couldn't pay for — or finish, We
have never yet been without a new
project just finished, another in preparation, and several more on the
drawing board. And we have never
made an official drive for members—
or for funds; we figure sooner or later
quite a few people will hear about us,
and a few people may like what we
are doing and join us.

CALLER LEADER ve'
t_oto#.9-i DIRECTORY

CONTACT THESE CALLER LEADERS FOR
THEIR AREA DANCE INFORMATION AND
FOR BOOKINGS AT YOUR CLUB OR EVENT.

Stan Burdick
Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

Dave Stevenson
13296 Wolf Dr.
Strongsville, Ohio 44136

Bringing the HI and HO from OHIO

Caller, teacher, wknds, festivals, clinics

Louis Calhoun
110 S. FranklinSt.
Madisonville, Ky. 40231

Harry F. Tucciarone, Jr.
57 Gisella Rd.
Trumbull, Conn. 06611

Calling tours; new address

Dates open, March '70, '71 Nat'l tour

Gordon Densmore
2451 Haines Rd.
Madison, Ohio 44057

Bill Volner
702 Hickory Dr.
Sikeston, Mo. 63801

Clubs, workshops, clinics

Willie Harlan
P.O. Box 338
Vinita, Oklahoma 74301
For the best in square dancing

Dave "Hash" Hass
P.O. Box 5
East Hampton, Conn. 06424
Now booking for Fall, '71 and spring, '72.

Dick Kenyon
598 Mayfield Dr.
Lansing, Mich.

Fest,wksps,clubs-satisfaction gtd . or S bad<

Gene Webster
718 Clinton St.
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452
Open dates--western style

Bob Wickers
714 La'Marite Dr.
Manchester, Mo. 63011
Traveling full time anywhere

Deuce Williams
3955 West Point Ave.
Dearborn Hts., Mich. 48125

Hash, sings, anytime, anywhere

The Rhythm Dealer-- Hash & Songs

Mal Minshall
1316 Quince St.
Sidney, Nebraska 69162

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken, Ks. 67556

Swing along with Mal

70 - 72 Calendar available--vinyl cover

Jack Naylor
546 Crestwood Avenue
Fremont, Ohio 43420

Don Zents
1177 Arcane Ave.
Simi, California 93065
Calling tours; new address.

Have Fun Square Dancing
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GRENN
Newest Rounds

GR 14126

MELANIE
Intermediate waltz by Tom & Kay Pell

SUNSHINE
Easy two-step by Jo and Ed Freeman

GR 14127

TILL ANOTHER DAY
Inter.- adv. waltz by Phil & Norma Roberts

ADORE
Advanced waltz by Nina & Charlie Ward
RECENT ROUNDS

RECENT SQUARES

14125

All Night/ Powder Your Face

12114

Green Grass of Home - Davis

12113

Welkin' Back To Birmingham-

12112

Dear World - Johnston

12111

Blue Eyes - Schneider

14124

Dreamland /Let's Swing

14123

Remembering / Cream In My Coffee

14122

My Dear / Cheek To Cheek

Schneider

TOP
Newest Square

TOP 25193

SHANTY IN OLD SHANTY
Flip by Paul Hartman
TOWN

Newest Hoedowns

TOP 25194

TANK TRAIN

Instrumental only

MONORAIL
RECENT SQUARES
25187

Tequilla •Blickenderfer

Hey Good Look in'

25190

Mr. Old Ky. Home - Bohn

25186 - Little Arrows - Sweet

25189

About Dixie - Kinnane

25185 - Belles of S. Bell - Stewart

25188

Cindie Loo - Holup

25184

rr
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Williams

25191

(

Red River Valley - Hendrickson

by JACK LASRY
MIAMI, FLORIDA

PRESENTING

NEW
MATERIAL
The presentation of new material involves several factors:
1. The selection of new material.
2. Choice of the best time of
the evening to present the material.
3. Teaching methods and
dancer preparation.
4. Preparation of simple dances using the basic.
5. The integration of the
new idea within your dance program.
The selection of worthwhile
danceable new material is not always
easy. Most callers subscribe to notes
from one source or another and each

receives a flock of new ideas from the
seemingly never-ending supply.
A good place to start is with a
square or two of dancing friends who
are willing to help you work out the
new ideas and give you the opportunity to see if there is "something of
value."
Better yet, if you have a local
callers association I strongly suggest
that the callers and wives work out
the new stuff at a meeting. Then they
should select the best of the bunch,
if possible, and agree to show it at
their clubs (average or above intermediate level, not limited basic groups).
By working together we can' cut
13

down on the possibility of several
callers selecting different figures. Of
course no one can force any caller
to call or not call any figure he
wants. However, if the majority work
together, much will be accomplished
toward the problem of too many
basics each month, confusing both
dancer and caller.
The caller and dancers who desire the latest and greatest and who
enjoy advanced level choreography
will have ample opportunity in high
level clubs and workshops.
I have found the best time to
present new ideas is one hour after
dance time. If the dance starts at 8
p.m., then the 9 p.m. tip is the workshop. Most dancers have arrived by
this time and have "warmed up."
Also, if your new idea is based upon
another call you have had time to
"prepare" the dancers for the new
idea.
Your actual presentation should
be well prepared. Be short and to the

point, and clearly understandable.
Work from the known to the unknown. (Ex.: Spin chain the star is
an outgrowth of spin chain thru. Use
the similarity of movement in your
teaching.) If possible, use a starting
position where all dancers are learning at the same time. Instead of just
the heads, start from an eight chain
thru position, etc. Use quick returns
to the corner to keep all moving. Be
aware that some figures like spin
chain thru have four dancer positions, not just boys and girls thru the
the center. (When the heads are the
centers in the eight chain thru position, the individual movement of the
centers is a little different than when
the sides are centers.)
Your music tempo should be
slower than dance time. Allow the
dancers an extra beat or two at the
orientation points. (Ocean waves- ballance) (Lines go up and back)
In working out your experimental dance figures you should
11==i

PLEASE WRITE TO US • •
WE OFFER:

UNIVERSITY WORKSHOPS (with college credit)

A program of WALTZ QUADRILLES — all
prompted.

in teaching methods in American dance.
An ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROGRAM with
all necessary music and instructions.
Ditto for the KINDERGARTEN.

An album by Lloyd Shaw that teaches you to
waltz.
Classic rounds cued by Lloyd Shaw.
All of Dr. Shaw's books ..

A great graded series of CONTRAS —

Various MIXERS in various rhythms ...

AMERICAN DANCE TREASURES — program

and much else, including membership in

of Lancers and Quadrilles.

THE LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION

IF YOU ARE CURIOUS ABOUT ANY OF THE PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTS
WRITE TO US AT

LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION, INC.
Box 203
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COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

80901

know exactly where the figure leaves
the dancers, then return the dancers
to a familiar position in normal boygirl order for your get out to the corner. (Ex.: A spin chain thru starts
from an eight chain thru position.
Starting position no. 1, heads square
thru four hands. Now teach your figure. You know the figure ends with
an ocean wave and boys in the center.
After you balance, have the boys
run right, bend the line, and you are
now back in normal boy-girl position in a comfon_able line. In working the figure out on paper, your
checkers would show dancers in a
line with opposite and in sequence.
Use any 10-20 get out.) Use this method from other eight chain setups
but always short figures with easy
returns to the corner. Build your tip
around your feature figure and as
you progress it will be easy to judge
the reaction of the dancers.
If the figure is easily danced
and the response is good, then use it

sparingly during the remainder of the
dance.
Repeat the same process at the
next dance but add a little more variety to your figures, but still short and
quick figures. Follow this procedure
for the entire montji; by then all
club members have had the opportunity to learn the figure and be comfortable with it. Don't teach a figure
one week and call it cold the next
week. No one wants to be embarassed by their lack of knowledge,
yet they sure enjoy succeeding with
a nice new dancing idea.
In conclusion, let me add that
if no figure seems worthwhile for a
feature figure, there is always a position or older basic that needs smoothing out. Keep the dancers alert with
interesting use of existing basics during the months that there are no
suitable experimental basics.
Remember, nothing succeeds
like success

TAG THE CENTERS
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WITH LEE KOPMAN CALLING

<

Too

8 Progressive workshops recorded live at dances
Introducing many unusual basic steps — Curley Cross,
Walk and Dodge, Swing and Mix — plus many more.

•

Fidelity excellent for large dance groups

•

Valuable material for callers to work with

•

Workshop booklet of challenge calls included
PRICE S75.00 covers: TAPES, WORKSHOP BOOKLET & MAILING

ORDER FROM:

MR. LEE KOPMAN
2965 CAMPBELL AVE., WANTAGH, N.Y. 11793
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DiE
ROUND DANCES
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert

QUICKSTEP BE GOOD — Grenn LADY
BE GOOD — Choreography by Eddie &
Audrey Palmquist

Excellent music and a quickstep routine, just enough to be interesting,
yet gives time for practice and drill.
POWDER YOUR FACE (WITH SUNSHINE)
Grenn 14125 — Choreography by Ralph &
Jeanette Kinnane

SASSY — HiHat 865

Good peppy music, an intermediate
two step, standard steps put together a little differently.

Choreography by Della Montgomery

"Cute" music and a clever intermediate two step with a syncopated
vine.
YOU'RE WONDERFUL — HiHat 865
Choreography by Ray & Elizabeth

ALL NIGHT — Grenn 14125
Choreography by Opal & Joe Cohen
"I Could Have Danced All Night,"
good music (repress), an interesting
waltz routine with some new combinations.

Smith

"It's Wonderful" music, a moving
strong intermediate two step.
LOVE ME TOMORROW— Mercury 30073
Choreography by Al & Carmen Coutu

Good music, "It's Almost Tomorrow," a challenge waltz routine.

SHENANDOAH WALTZ — Belco B-235
Choreography by Vaughn & Jean Parrish

Pleasant music and a good flowing
easy to easy-intermediate waltz routine.
DREAM STREET — Belco B-235
Choreography by Jerry & Jo Gierok

THAT'S LIFE — Hoctor 2734
Choreography by P.J. & Toni Martin

Good music, intermediate fun type
cha cha.

"Got A Date With An Angel" music,
flowing easy intermediate two step.
YOU'VE CHOSEN ME — Monument 1130
Choreography by Lou & Ann Hartley

JIVE CHA CHA — Hi 45-2036
Choreography by PJ. & Toni Martin

Solid cha cha music,"Ole Buttermilk
Sky," strong intermediate cha cha
with the Kansas City kick step.

Good music, "To Think You've Chosen Me," vocal by Don Cherry, interesting, strong intermediate two step,
shades of "Just As Much As Ever."

TOP CAT — Decca 725749
Choreography by Carl & Clare Bruning

Good music, Grady Martin's Alley
Cat, flowing intermediate two step.
COLUMBUS BLUES — Decca 25649
Choreography by PJ. & Toni Martin

Excellent music, Lenny Dee's Columbus Stockade Blues, excellent fun
type two step with individual styling
opportunities.

rOR 4- WORLD
OF FUN
!BECOME A KNOTNEAD

Travel 100 rnilfts
each way (ors•
square or more) to
attend club or open
dance. For applica-

WHAT A GUY — Phillips 40574
Choreography by Hi & Cookie Gibson

Good Paul Mauriat music and an interesting intermediate two step.
16

tion form write:
WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS
O. Boa 245 Gi Harbor. W.M.

a few
ecaurict9arteI
thoughts
by Louis & Lela Leon
From the prepared notes of the waltz clinic, Seattle National Convention.

The average round dancer dances for
fun, exercise and the social pleasure it
affords. While he doesn't want to become too heavily involved with acquiring the exacting skills of the professional, he still wants it to be challenging.
Bur after experiencing his round
dancing hobby for a time, he may
want more than that. There builds up
in some individuals an overwhelming
desire to improve. There develops an
awareness (stemming from dissatisfaction) that he should be now feel more
comfortable and look better; he knows
something is wrong but he can't quite
put his finger on it.
If he is a positive individual, he begins to do something about it. He develops awareness. He becomes self-analytical. Critically, he watches others as
they dance. And the first thing he will
do is to emulate another's styling. This
is very normal; learning by imitation
belongs to all ages.
However, the answer is not in mimicking but in going back to the beginnings of his dancing. First of all, in
honest self-appraisal, how well did he
learn his basics? He will discover that
his movements are at fault mechanically. Let him look at each basic critically and apply principles of body

mechanics to it. This is what makes
the successful ball player -- or the ballet dancer. A team is only as good as
its fundamentals;
a dancer without
them is simply not a dancer.
Body mechanics, the basis of all
movement, is a phrase or term that
describes the balance of body segments
both in motion and repose, through
muscular control:The words "posture",
"balance," "antagonistic muscle use"
are heavily involved. Improper posture,
poor balance, using more muscles than
is necessary contribute to emotional
frustration as well as physical exhaustion. It's hard to engage in social repartee after "bulling" one's way through
a dance.
In either learning the basics or "unlearning them," he works for comfortable execution. His postural problems
are unique in that they are his and no
one else's. And remember, his partner
has the same problems. She, too, is attempting to adjust as a follower even
as he is working to become a better leader. Correct body mechanics not only
discipline the body to perform comfortably, but is in itself the first step towards styling his dancing.
Continued on page 26
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SINGING CALLS
GLAD RAG SHUFFLE— HiHat 381
Caller: Bob VVickers
No doubt the best of the new records,The
music, the dance and the call make you
wanta strut. Figure: Heads square thru
four hands, do-sa-do corner, swing thru and
spin the top, same two a right and left thru,
square thru three hands, swing corner and
promenade.
GONNA HAVE A BALL—MacGregor 2056
Caller: Bruce Johnson
The good records are again flowing from the
MacGregor label. Most new ones on this label have come up with their little black faces' smiling. You'll like this one with the
great Bruce at his best. Figure: Heads promenade half way, same two up and back,
whirlaway, pass thru, separate round one,
make a right hand star and turn it one time,
allemande corner, do-sa-do your own, swing
corner and promenade her home.
THAT GIRL — Windsor 4925
Caller: Ralph Hill
A new recording caller and he came up with
a good one. However, we believe that the
label should have included instructions for
Fan the Top. While it is true that most club
level callers know how to do it, a lot of the
newer callers and callers from secluded areas
may not know this basic. Figure: Heads fan
he top and then step thru, right and left
:hru, dive thru, pass thru and swing thru,
ooys run right, couples circulate, wheel and
deal, dive thru, pass thru, do-sa-do the outside two, swing and promenade.
HEY GOOD LOOKING— Top 25191
Caller: Deuce Williams
Deuce's previous offerings have been faster
than all git out. This one is fast too, but
you can make it if you hurry. This is a real
good record, well recorded, pleasant to
dance. Figure: Heads half square thru, circle four with the outside two, head men
break, two lines up and back, pass thru,
wheel and deal, substitute, pass thru, allemande left and weave the ring, do-sa-do,
corner swing and promenade.
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RED ROSES— Bogan 1221
Caller: Jerry Thole
This record "Red Roses For A Blue Lady"
just has to be a hit record. True, it has been
done before with the same instrumental but
there was a mixup in the original record.
Someone thought it was "noses" instead of
"roses" and they blew it. This time the instrumental and the dance add up to a fine
record that should go places. Figure: Allemande the corner, forward two and allemande thar, slip the clutch, left allemande
turn thru, allemande the corner girl and
weave the ring, do-sa-do and promenade.
DON'T FORGET THE FLOWERS—
Lore 1107, Caller: Johnnie Creel
Figure: One and three promenade half way,
down the middle, right and left thru, star
thru, square thru three quarters, do-sa-do the
corner, swing thru and boys trade, swing corner, left allemande new corner, come back,
promenade.
NORMALLY NORMA LOVES ME— Swinging Squares 234.8, Caller: Ed Fraidenburg.
Figure: Head couples promenade three quarters, sides square thru three quarters, do-sado, make a wave and balance, swing thru,
then turn thru, allemande the corner, walk
by your own, swing the right hand girl and
promenade.
HERTZ RENT A CHICK— Blue Star 1853
Caller: Al Brundage
Figure: One and three half sashay, up and
back, do-sa-do once around, swing thru, girls
trade, slide thru, pass thru and swing. Allemande new corner, do-sa-do your own,
promenade.
DON'T BUILD NO FENCES— Bogan 1222
Caller: Chuck Bryant
Figure: Heads square thru four hands, with
the corner swing thru, boys run, wheel and
deal, star thru and square thru three quarters,
swing corner, left allemande, promenade.
I WON'T GO HUNTING—Swinging Square
2349, Caller: Bill Saunders
Figure: Four ladies chain three quarters,
head gals chain across, heads lead right and
circle to a line, ladies lead to a dixie style,
corners allemande, come back one and dosa-do, promenade.
ALL ABOVE RECORDS WERE REVIEWED,
WORKSHOPPED BY, AND MAY BE PURCHASED FROM
EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 194
PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS 60068
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SEWING
HINTS
Here's a page of sewing hints for
you from the Square Dance Sewing
Clinic at the Seattle National Convention, prepared by Val Lindenau.
1. Purchase all the tools you need
for sewing. Don't just make do. A
carpenter cannot build a house without proper tools, either.
A folding cutting board is really useful. It can be used on a table or a bed.
Also, every woman should own a good
sewing book. Buy one with pictures of
alterations, etc.
2. Make husband's ties out of your
dress scraps. Buy an inexpensive tie
from the dime store for the clip and
see how the tie is tied. Lovely ties can
be made from dacron crepe. They can

be trimmed with sequins and rhinestones for a fraction of the price of a
ready-made tie. Old ties with clips can
be picked up at your local Salvation
Army or Goodwill stores. A good
place to find some new patterns for
square dance dresses, too. (Many western stores are now stocking the clips-we saw them at the Ox Yoke Shop.
Ed.)
3. Help hubby keep his shirttail in
by sewing rubberized skirt binding
around the waist of his square dance
pants.
4. To reduce the amount of material around your waist in a 4 yd. gathered skirt, darts can be placed every
12" or so, 3" at top of dart, tapered to
8 - 81/2 inches long.
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5. Color in a square dance dress
seems ever so important. When buying
material for that new dress, unfold the
bolt and walk away about 15 feet or
more and take another look before deciding to buy it.
6. Do choose a basic pattern for
yourself. If you have one good fitting
pattern, it is easy to copy another using the same darts, etc. So many of
the cute patterns now have a high
waist. Use your own basic pattern to
determine natural waistline.
7. Bust darts too high? Point of the
underarm dart should be on a line
straight with your breast point and
about 3/4" from it. Point of waistline
dart should be on a line straight from
your breast point and about 11, " below it. You can correct this easily by
tracing the pattern of the dart on to
another piece of paper, cut this out,
and pin on to your pattern in the proper place for your figure, making sure
that the underarm seam dart lines are
parallel with each other. This way you
get the correct cutting line for the
side of your bodice. If you use this
pattern again, you will,be able to tell
at a glance just what you had to do
before.
8. DO NOT USE LESS YARDAGE
IN A NYLON NET PETTICOAT PATTERN. If the finished slip seems too
full, fold and put into a pillow slip for
a few days. Pressing with a warm iron
will spring it back again when you need
it. Don't forget to tape your pressure

foot with scotch tape when sewing
nylon net. Also, when cutting net, you
can tape the bottom scissor tip and that
works beautifully. It makes sewing with
net more enjoyable.
9. DO NOT STORE NYLON SLIPS
IN A PLASTIC BAG' For a cotton bag
for your slip, buy 1% yds. of inexpensive cotton in a color to match your
slip. Make the bag like a pillow slip.
Your slip needs the 11/7 yds in width.)
Make a 11/7 " buttonhole at top before
turning over for a 3" hem. Be sure this
buttonhole will be on the outside of
bag when hem is in. Use 2 yds. of cable cord and run through 3" casing
and tie knots in each end. The large
buttonhole enables you to retrieve the
ends of your cord if you lose them. If
your bag matches your slip then you
will not have trouble finding it if it is
stacked in your closet. A bag is wonderful for traveling.
10. Do you need a simple skirt pattern to use for expensive material or a
remnant? Use 2 widths cut 6" long for
top tier, 4 widths cut 20" long for
bottom for a 24" skirt. This takes 3
yards.
11. Want something different in ruffles? Try using a 121/2" Circle. Cut out
the center of the circle so that the outside will measure 4" wide. Cut circle to
open out on the straight of grain and
sew to next circle. Use narrow hem or
line with contrasting color. Can be
used pulled loosely straight or slightly
gathered.
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music again to check how faithfully
they have kept the rhythm. Try this
test yourself. You can be a fair caller
without a good singing voice but you'd
better hang your mike on a hickory
limb and don't go near the "water" if
you can't stay on top of the beat. This
is the first test you should give to prospective callers asking you for advice
on their qualifications.
HERE'S A REGULAR FEATURE
CONSISTING OF HELPFUL TIPS
GLEANED FROM HERE AND THERE
BY YOUR EDITORS, FOR CALLERS---

We'd like to quote some well known
callers and some of their pet theories
and techniques to lead off the column
this month, as they've said 'em generally, not literally:
INSTANT SMASH

Max Forsyth (Ind.) often stresses
the value of a caller selling himself early in the evening's dance program with
a good proven smash hit of a singing
call, no matter how often it may have
been done by himself or others. This
technique also has a tendency to relax
everyone, too, including the caller,
and the rest of the evening will go
more smoothly.
MIX CHATTER WITH PATTER

EVERYBODY CHAIN ANYWHERE

Les Gotcher (that veteran, colorful,
sometimes controversial, national caller
who has now retired in Florida) used
to say to new callers that they should
be able to direct the ladies to chain
anywhere and instantly know where
they will be. For instance: Four ladies
chain 3/4 (all with corner); then chain
across ( have RH lady); or head ladies
chain to the right, new head ladies
chain across (all have corner); etc. Try
a few similar combinations and check
'em out yourself.
SLOGAN CORNER

Some dancers like to GO,
While others like it SLOW;
But whichever row you hoe
Please always make it F LOW!
MEMORY JOGGER

Bob Rust (Fla.) is one who strongly
believes that a caller must gain rapport
with his dancers through a very informal conversational approach in workshops, classes, or club dances. It's not
enough to get up there and call. A feeling must also be subtly developed between dancer and caller that makes the
dancers want to respond-- want to "eat
up" what he's serving. Timing, and
maybe a sense of what they're thinking
is part of it. Watch a veteran comedian
work with a small audience and you'll
get the idea of what is meant.

Some callers are blessed with a good
memory. Others can't recall what color
their wives wore at last night's dance.
A New York state caller told me recently that he forces better retention
of a new singing call by studying it for
a few days and then he destroys the
cue sheet. This is a good memory training device. In patter calling, try to completely visualize the route of your key
dancers rather than try to remember
the individual basics as you do them.
Make the basic "fit" the route you
choose rather than vice versa. Hope
this helps.

BARE NECESSITY

ACHIEVEMENT

Ed Gilmore (Calif.) underscores the
absolute necessity of callers being on
the beat in his callers' classes, and he
tests them by starting a hoedown while
they tap out the beat, then he turns it
down while they continue to keep the
beat, and seconds later he turns up the

In a day when man tucks the moon
under his arm and heads for Mars, who
says a caller can't reach his fondest
goals in the pursuit of calling proficiency? Set your rocket on a firm platform and just blast off — motivation
is a wonderful wonder-fuel!
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THANKS to Jack
for captions and C
of Ohio for faces.

HELPFUL HAROLD
Tosses in his own ideas willingly and, at the
same time, tries to get others to take part.

OBSTINATE AL
Like the rest of us, he is a fair dancer, but resists any inference that he may be the one
responsible for "fouling up" the set.

SILENT SIDNEY
Seldom comments one way or another. Usually is a pretty good dancer.

TALKATIVE TOM
Always chattering— especially during the
dance. His constant talking makes it extremely hard to hear the caller.

1

TIMID TED
Reluctant to get into a "new" square for
fear of making a mistake. Always takes credit for "goofing" up the set whether he actually did or not.
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SCIENTIFIC SIMON
Has dancing reduced to an exact science.
Can't understand why everyone doesn't
dance as well as he.

se
i*rare
Eck Wentworth
id Columbia Gas
:es.

He'll be OK when the music starts.

A real "swinger."

The gremlin that makes your mind go blank
when they call a tea-cup chain.

I

Trying to pick out his next partner.

This is how we felt at our first dance.
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When dancers (recent graduates) wear
mini skirts and culottes to dances, what
should club officers do? Tell them? Ignore it? Is this a trend in the country
or just a local problem in one club?
"Anonymous"

This is not a new trend in the square
dance world and evidently these new
dancers' instructor neglected to advise
them of proper square dance attire
for a regular dance. This is part of
their lessons, or should be.
Usually when a dancer appears at a
dance in civilian clothes, it means
that they do not intend to dance,
but to observe only.
For workshops, special back yard
parties, and those informal get-togethers, there is nothing wrong with
wearing sport clothes, but at regularly scheduled club dances, festivals,
conventions, jamborees, etc., square
dance costumes should be worn.
Some of the mini-square dance dresses that have been observed look like
nothing more than a "French maid's"
working costume, a far cry from the
dignity of our beautiful square dance
dresses. There are those of us who
need to attract attention but this is
not the way to do it in our activity.
Most of the square dance vacations
will advise their participants that proper square dance attire is required
for all dance sessions, and workshop
dress is optional.
24

A regularly scheduled square dance
is like any other dance. Would the
participants of a cocktail-dinnerdance go dressed in culottes? They
would put on their finest and the
same thing should apply to club
dances.
There are exceptions to every rule,
and sometimes a club member will
have a meeting such as PTA, some
school event or business prior to
dance time. They know they are not
going to make the dance until later,
perhaps cannot change into
and
square dance dress. They may come
in for the last few tips. There is nothing wrong with this. The same
would apply to vacationers who had
not prepared to dance during a vacation and did not have square dance
outfits packed. But to go to a scheduled dance with the intention of
staying throughout the entire time
and to arrive in these assorted costumes is in poor taste.
Our square dance costumes are part
of the dance. If we learn the basics
of dancing we should also learn the
proper basics of square dance attire.
As to what the club officers should
do, it is a matter of using constructive
criticism in the beginning rather than
letting the new dancers go on thinking they are doing the right thing.
Have a club style show and show the
suggested wearing apparel for both
men and women. If all else fails, post
a copy of this article on your club
bulletin board.
All dancers should be taught that
square dance dress is something to
be proud of and is as much fun to
wear as it is to dance to the music
of the caller.

KEEPING
IT
EASY
by Alma Miller, Dayton, Ohio

Last in this series on Easy Level Dancing

There is a great need for a change
in square dancing in our country because we are losing too many dancers
and not getting new ones. Even some
of the old timers are complaining because they no longer have the oldtime
dances they were used to. I suggest the
answer is in a 10 week series of lessons,
at least two hours a week.
Many couples dancing today are in
the middle-age or older, retired bracket. These couples no longer have children to look after and now have time
to devote to square dancing several
times a week or more. These are the
people who by dancing so often, keep
up with the new basics; these are the
dancers who complain and are upset
when new dancers come into their club
without sufficient training or experience. This causes hurt feelings, which
should not exist in square dancing, a
fun activity that offers relaxation and
recreation. It should not over-exert the
dancer's mind as he tries desperately
to dance all the commands.
There are many young couples who
have children in school, with obligations in scout activities, church, etc.
After these couples have completed 24

to 30 lessons, we all know they are
still green and not ready for club dancing. Many newer callers let their dancers attend clubs as early as the 12th
lesson. This can harm the dancer, who
learns soon enough that experienced
dancers don't want to dance with him.
And in some cases unkind remarks are
made and the newer dancer drops out.
So young couples who have other obligations and can't dance regularly with
a club need not even put in all that
time learning.
We need new dancers, especially the
younger couples. How can we get
them? By offering a whole new concept
in square dancing, something better
than old-time, yet not as complicated
as average club dancing. We need an
in-between, and this is where the 10
week series fits in nicely. After completion the dancers immediately join a
FUN SQUARE DANCE CLUB solely
for them, where they come twice a
month, once a month, once in two
months, etc. Whatever basics are taught
in the 10 weeks must be the only figures used at all times in the Fun Club.
Keep the Fun Clubs at the same level.
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Keep them at strictly fun dancing. Giving new mixers now and then is fine;
so is including a ballroom number, a
special dance for an occasion, and maybe once a year a dance where dancers
may bring a guest couple to join in a
few dances to encourage them to start
lessons. With clubs of this type, we will
keep people dancing, pick up new couples. Any who want to go on can enter
an intermediate class. By the time the
children of these couples are grown and
married, some will desire to join regular clubs, where they will make very
good square dancers because they are
so proficient in the simple basics.
What we need now is to get more
people dancing and having fun.
We have a TV show conducted by a
man who permits the audience to fire
questions at him, who cuts up with
them, who has a rubber chicken for
which the people bring clothing, etc.
He says, "No matter how long you are
away, when you come back from vacation, you haven't missed a thing. It's
still the same dumb show." He is right
and his show is a great success. So it
can be with Fun Clubs - "same dumb
dance month after month." This is
what made the oldtime and 50-50 dances continue to be popular and draw
large crowds throughout the years.
What's a 50-50 dance? These are oldtime squares mixed with ballroom
dancing. (However, many of them
mixed alcohol in too, which made the
square dancing look pretty bad.)
One thing the caller for a Fun Club
must do is warn the dancers of two
things: 1. They will be able to dance
with any oldtime dancers, but not
with most western clubs. 2. The Fun
Clubs are for them, for their pleasure.
Experienced dancers may come and
dance in the Fun Clubs, but strictly at
the fun level. To dance with a western
club, a Fun Club member would need
twenty more lessons.
This could be handled in this manner with no problems, with the result
a big growth in square dancers who relax, laugh and are happy.
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Continued from page 17

In honest self-appraisal, what kind
of dancer is he? At the beginning, all
dancers learn with their feet only. A
good place to start-- he must have his
footwork first. But sadly that's where
the learning process stops for many
dancers. He has become a "foot" or
"routine" dancer. He has acquired many routines; it's become a mania with
him. However, it's like working for
twenty years on a job with one year's
experience! He has retrogressed into
a "quantity" rather than a "quality"
dancer.
Does the "whole" body dance instead of a part of him? The blending
of all the parts into a harmonious pattern is part of the styling he admires
in others.
Everyone has the ability to improve.
But does he have the desire? Under no
circumstances, however, should he sacrifice his fun in round dancing for mere
styling. He should work at it only if he
is positive that a better performance
will make him a happier dancer.
If he is willing to work at it, he
should:
1. Know his basics. These are the
ABC's of his dancing hobby.
2. Blend his basics with economy of
effort so that they have a flow and continuity.
3. Be critical -of himself only- while
enjoying his dancing.
4. Be comfortable. An uncomfortable movement uses antagonistic muscles and generally ends up jerky and
unrhythmic.
5. Never mimic another person's
styling. He studies it and then adapts
the techniques to his own body structure.
6. Remember that all of the person
dances -- his feet, his head and hands,
his hips and shoulders, facial expressions, 639 odd muscles and 206 bones-all blend together for a dynamic posture which is the physical expression
of his personality.
HAPPY BODY MECHANICS!

PRETORIA MIXER

A4Ut_Ntkijt14.
Record: Top 25066

Adaptation by Elsie Jaffe, Cleveland, Ohio
POSITION: Set up is two circles (lady on right) facing.
(See also Sicilian circle on Easy Level page, Sept. issue.
Use 7th and 8th beat of phrase to give the command—
use 5th and 6th for additional help.

BEATS COMMAND
8
Two ladies chain
8
Chain back
8
Right hand star (once around with couple across
Left hand star (once around, then with lady in
8
lead, single file, walk) Note: At this point concentric circles are moving in opposite directions.
Promenade single file (sing: Marching to Pretoria)
8
8
The other way back to the same couple (the two
you were facing that you starred with
8
Right and left thru
4
Pass thru
4
Wheel to the left (progression accomplished)
64

R/D BUCKEYE POLL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Feelin
Kansas City
Who
I Get The Blues
Bicycle Waltz
Sunshine Wine
Candy Kisses
Madonna
Japanese Sandman
Tango D'Ann

SQUARE DANCE magazine is a
great gift -- why not give it to
your friends today?
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WORK
SHOP
WILLARD
ORLICH

Your editor has always been
open minded to explore new
ideas with but one purpose in
mind, i.e., to evaluate each until
something really worthwhile and
lasting develops. This was true
with the "fold" series, and "circulate" series, the "swing thru"
series, etc. The readers who were
then dancing can well remember
the experimental stages we went
thru. We had to wallow thru Fold
the Line, Shake the Dice, Ends
Promenade Y., Jokers Wild and
many other suggested "basics."
When the exploratory smoke
cleared away and the experimental dust settled, we found our28

selves with some real BASIC
movements and not just variations
and combinations of the same.
Entire square dance choreography
"families" developed such as the
SWING THRU group which today
includes its relatives -- Spin the
Top, Spin Chain Thru, Spin a Web,
etc. Once established, this basic
ingredient meshed into others such
as the folds, runs, circulates, etc. to
give us an unlimited number of
possibilities to dance flowing, comfortable,
DIRECTIONAL type
combinations to keep the most
demanding experienced dancer happy.
With the above in mind, the
NEW IDEA page in this month's
issue seems to offer such a proposed basic movement. We call it
TAG THE LINE, derived from the
thoughts of many authors over the
last couple of years. Basically, from
any even numbered line whose
dancers might be facing in any direction the command to TAG THE
LINE would mean that all dancers
in that line face down the line (toward the center point) and then

pass by each other right shoulders
to end up in single file but back to
back with those passed by. From
two parallel lines starting, this
would mean ending in a finished
double pass thru formation. The
command ends here and the dancers are to be given a following
command to individually turn
RIGHT, LEFT, IN (toward center
of set), OUT (from center of set),
CLOVERLEAF, etc.
In the past we have had names
given to these combinations:
TAG THE LINE RIGHT = Tag
the centers.
TAG THE LINE LEFT = Left tag
the centers.
TAG THE LINE IN = close the
line.
TAG THE LINE OUT = open the
line.
TAG THE LINE, ZIG AND ZAG =
Right hand ocean wave.
To know what TAG THE LINE
means (which is easily taught and
remembered), a following directional command can be given to the
dancer in order to set up the various combinations given in the above list. We could have gone on
with other combination commands
to add to a list of movements now
being memorized by some dancers
but that is their name of the game,
Example:
not square dancing.
"names" could have been Tag and
Clover, Tag and Trade, Tag and
Peel, Tag and Trail, Tag the Ends,
Tag the Heads, Tag the Boys, Tag
the Girls, Zig the Line, Tag and Explode, Tag the Whole World, cross
it and a quarter more! Your editor
calculates roughly that the idea
could develop into at least another 100 "movements" by tossing
in combinations of folds, runs and
circulates.
Some choreography truths involving TAG THE LINE are as
follows depending upon the setups:
1. TAG THE LINE always changes
sequence.

2. If start lines facing IN and TAG
THE LINE IN, there is no partner
change.
3. If start lines facing IN and TAG
THE LINE OUT, couples are half
sashayed.
4. If start lines facing OUT and
TAG THE LINE OUT, there is no
partner change.
5. If start lines facing OUT and
TAG THE LINE IN, couples are
half sashayed.
6. If start lines facing IN and TAG
THE LINE LEFT/RIGHT, the result is a 2-faced line, 1 couple normal, one half sashayed.
7, If start lines facing OUT and
TAG THE LINE LEFT/RIGHT,
the result is a 2-faced line, one
couple normal, one half sashayed.
One important point when giving the command to TAG THE
LINE, pause a beat or two before
saying right, left, in, out, etc. There
is plenty of time for execution and
this does give orientation time to
the dancer for proper execution.

NE
TAG THE LINE
(combining several authors' ideas)
From lines of four, sex or eight
in any facing direction combination,
dancers face down the line (toward
center point) then pass each other
right shoulders. At this point the
next command will tell dancers in
which direction to turn individually,
i.e., RIGHT (2-faced line), LEFT (2faced line), IN (all face in toward
center of set), OUT (all face out
from center of set), etc.
If two parallel lines are working
together, the TAG THE LINE command ends in a finished double pass
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thru set-up always. See Choreography
page for breakdown.
EXAMPLES
by Willard Orlich
Head couples half sashay
Swing thru while you're that way
TAG THE LINE
Split the sides turn right around one
In the middle Dixie chain
She goes left, he goes right
Left allemande
Heads lead to the right
Circle four to a line
Pass thru, TAG THE LINE
Cloverleaf
Face your partner and box the gnat
Cross trail thru to a left allemande
Heads lead to the right
Circle four to a line
Swing thru, TAG THE LINE IN
Pass thru, bend the line
TAG THE LINE OUT
Wheel and deal, centers swing thru
TAG THE LINE RIGHT
Wheel and deal
Centers square thru three-quarters
Outsides half sashay, left allemande....
Promenade, head couples wheel around
Pass thru, boys run, centers trade
TAG THE LINE RIGHT, wheel and
deal
Star thru, bend the line
Centers arch, ends duck out around one
Left allemande
Head couples swing thru
TAG THE LINE -- RIGHT,
Wheel and deal
Same two swing thru
TAG THE LINE -- LEFT
Wheel and deal and back away
Side couples swing thru
TAG THE LINE -- RIGHT
Wheel and deal
Same two swing thru
TAG THE LINE -- LEFT
Wheel and deal and back away
Everybody give right to corner
Pull by, left allemande

,S4144_4414
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CALLERS'
QUESTIONS
CARL BRANDT, Ft. Wayne, Ind.:
Our local callers group wishes to discuss the rule for EXPLODE THE
LINE -- some are teaching it without
pulling by. What a mess they're having!
ED. NOTE: Carl, the "mess" has
been going on from the day that it
was published with examples using no
pull by and contrary to the author's
explanation. Because of the two versions as so often happens, the idea
was dropped. The experimental dancers didn't know which traffic pattern to follow until they heard the
follow up command and so became
frustrated. Explode the Wave used the
pull by and so became less controversial to those who called/danced the
experimental movement. The rule given originally by the author for EXPLODE THE LINE was:
Centers step forward, face each
other while the ends face each other,
then step forward toward each other.
ALL gave right hands and pulled by
to end as two couples standing back
to back.
BILL BARTON, Cornish Flat, N.H.:
It would be interesting to see a series
of articles tracing the historical background of some of our modern square
dance commands. For instance, ROTARY CHAIN of a few years back is
the grand Windmill portion of the
Military Lancers and SPIN CHAIN
THRU feels similar to Money Musk.
No doubt most of our "hot off the
press" patterns have been danced for
generations under different names.

ED. NOTE: Thank you for the comments, Bill, I'm sure our readers join
me in thanking you for the many figure "twists" you have sent along in
recent months. The old adage that
"there is nothing new under the sun"
applies to square dance choreography
as well as to other things in life-- they
are just rediscovered by mankind. Different names (and uses) are given to
the ideas in keeping with the era in
which the re-discovery is made. Words
and languages also change in meaning-thus new nomenclature is born. The
"eye of a needle" today has an entirely different meaning than when
used in the Bible in reference to the
small hole used by a man to crawl into shelter but too small to allow his
camel with a hump on his back to follow him. And so time rolls on

DILLY
All four ladies chain across
Two and four go right and left thru
Head ladies chain three quarters round
Side gents turn 'em with an arm around
Do-sa-do go all the way round to an
ocean wave (line of six)
Swing thru, slide thru
Allemande left..... ......
LEFT SWING THRU
All four ladies chain three quarters
round
Two and four rollaway
One and three lead to the right
Circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers turn thru
Left swing thru
Allemande left
SWINGING GRANDS
Head two ladies chain across
Heads slide thru
Right and left thru
Pass thru, go right and left thru
Swing thru, go right and left grand....
One and three lead to the right
Circle to a line
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three quarters
Star thru, center two go right and left
thru
Pass thru, swing thru
Go right and left grand

FIGURES
by Bill Ball, Torrance, California
GRAND CLOVER
One and three right and left thru
Same four square thru four hands
Sides face, grand square
Heads cloverleaf
Come into the middle and crosstrail
Allemande left
CLOVER DIVIDE
Heads grand square
Sides divide and star thru
Go right and left thru in the middle
you do
Square thru three quarters back
Step straight ahead
Crosstrail thru, pass your partner
Allemande left

FIGURES
by Bill Barton, Cornish Flat, N.H.
A ZERO
Heads lead to the right
Circle four to a line
Two ladies chain, dixie style to an
ocean wave
Girls triple circulate
Boys trade, boys circulate
Courtesy turn, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, star thru
Right and left thru
Crosstrail thru to left allemande.. ......
ANOTHER
Heads lead to the right
Circle four to a line
Pass thru, ends trade, ends run
Cast off %, pass thru
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Ends trade, ends run, cast off 3/4
Pass thru, centers trade, centers run
Bend the line, pass thru
Centers trade, centers run, bend the
line
Left allemande
FIGURE
Heads star thru, swing your partner
Face the sides, star thru
Swing your partner
Face that two, half square thru
Swing your partner
Face the same two, left allemande
WHERE'S YOUR PARTNER
Heads pass thru, face your partner
California twirl, face your partner
Whirlaway a half sashay, star thru
Right and left thru
Pass thru, face your partner
California twirl, face your partner
Whirlaway a half sashay, box the gnat
Face your partner, ends box the gnat
Centers pass thru, face your partner
Everybody pass thru
Left allemande
FIGURE
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Swing your partner
Face THIS way (towards caller, line
of eight)
Bend the big line, sides star right
Pick up your corner, star promenade
Inside ladies rollaway
Everybody allemande left
SHORT STINKER
Heads partner trade, sides face and
pair off
Heads crosstrail to a line
Cast IN three quarters
Lady on right, left allemande
STANDARD BASICS STEW
-leads lead right, circle to a line
Wheel and deal, centers out, wheel
and deal
Outsides in, wheel and deal
Lead couples divide and star thru
Others turn back and half square thru
Centers out, wheel and deal
Outsides in,wheel and deal
Lead couples divide and star thru
Others turn back and half square thru
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Lead couples go left, next ones right
Wheel and deal
Lead couples go right, next ones left
Cross trail thru, left allemande
Heads promenade half
Four ladies chain three quarters
Sides crosstrail thru and separate
Around one, line up four
Ends pass thru, on to the next, star
thru
Centers box the gnat, pass thru TWO
New centers square thru, others cloverleaf
Everybody square thru, bend the line
Ends pass thru, on to the next, star thru
Centers box the gnat, pass thru TWO
New centers square thru, others cloverleaf
Everybody square thru, bend the line
Center two square thru
Outside four left allemande
Everybody right and. left grand
EVEN-FLO ZEROS
Heads swing thru, girls trade, boys
trade
Boys run, wheel across, wheel and
deal
Slide thru, pass thru
Swing thru, girls trade, boys trade
Boys run, wheel across, wheel and deal
Slide thru, star thru, dive thru, pass thru
Swing thru, girls trade, boys trade
Boys run, wheel across wheel and deal
Slide thru, star thru, dive thru
Swing thru, girls trade, turn thru
Left allemande
MINI-STARS
Heads lead to the right, circle four
Keep on circling
Do-paso, partner left, opposite right
Partner left like an allemande thar
Two hands up, a mini-star
Shoot the star, another thar
Forward two (in same set of four dancers)
Make another thar, back hand star
Shoot the star, full around, turn opposite right
Wrong way thar, twoihands up, a
mini-star
Shoot the star, go backwards two
Hang on a wrong way thar

Shoot the star, full around, turn partner left
Courtesy turn and circle four
Head men break and make it eight
Circle left, allemande left
YOU'VE GOTTA BE KIDDING
Allemande left, curlique
Men fold, girls quarter left and circulate
Quarter left and curlique
All eight swing thru, curlique
Girls fold, men quarter right and
circulate
Quarter right and curlique
All eight spin the top
Grand right and left •
SIX AND TWO
One and three right and left thru
New three and four right and left thru
New heads lead right, circle to a line
Two and three frontier whirl
Just you two wheel and deal
If you can circle six
Number three gent break, line of six
Fo;-ward eight and back in time
Everybody bend the line, back away
Left allemande
ALAQUES
Allemande left in Alamo style
Partners right and balance awhile
Swing thru to a curlique
Girls circulate, turn thru
Allemande left in alamo style
New partners right and balance awhile
Swing thru to a curlique
Boys circulate, turn thru
Allemande left, go forward three
Right, left, right, turn back one
Left allemande
Face partner, curlique in thl alamo
style
Balance there, then swing thru
Curlique to a wrong way thar
GIRLS back up, slip the clutch
Skip one girl, star thru
Left allemande
FIGURES
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida
COUPLES HINGE AND TRADE
Heads lead to the right
Circle to a line
Square thru three quarters

Couples hinge and trade
Swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
Double pass thru, peel off, pass thru
Couples hinge and trade
Double pass thru
Peel off, pass thru
Couples hinge and trade
Substitute, left allemande
Heads spin the top, turn thru, circle
four
Head men break to a line
Pass thru, couples hinge and trade
Peel off
Couples hinge and trade, peel off
Couples hinge and trade, peel off
Bend the line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Couples hinge and trade
Centers square thru three quarters
Centers in cast off three quarters
Couples hinge and trade
Boys square thru three quarters
Girls partner trade
Star thru, bend the line
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads star thru, California twirl
Split the sides around one four in line
Couples hinge and trade
SqUare thru three quarters, centers
out
Bend the line, couples hinge and trade
Clover and square thru four hands
Slide thru
Bend the line, right and left thru
Rollaway a half sashay
Square thru four hands around
Grand right and left
Heads pair off
Swing thru, boys run
Couples hinge and trade
Centers left square thru three quarters
Swing thru, boys run
Couples hinge and trade
Square thru three quarters
Allemande left
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COUPLES HINGE AND TRADE—CLOVERLEAF TURN
All four ladies chain across
Then four ladies chain three quarters
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Couples hinge and trade
CLOVERLEAF TURN
Left swing thru, left allemande
Sides lead to the right and circle to a
line
Couples hinge and trade
CLOVERLEAF TURN
Slide thru, bend the line
Couples hinge and trade
CLOVERLEAF TURN, slide thru
Partner trade, left allemande
CROSS CIRCULATE
Promenade:
Head couples wheel around, spin the
top
Boys cross circulate, left swing thru
Boys cross circulate, swing thru, boys
run
Wheel and deal, right and left thru
Dive in, pass thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Promenade:
Sides wheel around, spin the top
Girls cross circulate, left swing thru
Girls cross circulate, swing thru,
boys run
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Left allemande
FIGURES
by Jim Fraser, Downsview, Ontario
Heads square thru
Do-sa-do to a wave
Swing by the right three quarters
Centers trade
Spin chain the star (four boys)
Spin chain the star (four girls)
Swing thru, boys run right
Right and left thru
Slide thru, left allemande
DRY ROAD
by Ray. Vierra, Concord, California
Four ladies chain
Sides square thru
Circle four to a line
Square thru
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Center four pass thru
Centers in cast off three quarters
Star thru, double pass thru
First couple left, next go right
Star thru, left allemande
FIGURES
by Jack Olds, Mill Valley, California
Four ladies chain three quarters
Head ladies chain across
Sides right and left thru
Heads right and left thru
Turn the girl a full turn to face out
Sidescross trail to a line of four
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Centers in cast off three quarters
Pass thru, bend the line
Girls trade, men square thru threequarters
Men trade, men run, bend the line
Girls cross trail thru
Left allemande
Head ladies chain
Heads half square thru
Square thru three quarters to an ocean
wave
Girls circulate
Men trade, men run
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal to face that two
Right and left thru
Square thru three quarters
Ocean wave, swing thru
All eight circulate, girls go twice
Turn thru, left allemande
Heads half square thru
Centers out to a line of four
Centers trade
Arch in the middle, ends turn in
Centers star thru, step forward
Sides cross to a line of four
Arch in the middle, ends turn in
Centers turn thru, left allemande
FIGURES
by Norm McLeod, Oakland, Calif.
Heads promenade three quarters
Sides square thru three quarters
Swing thru, girls circulate
Men trade, men run
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal to face that two
Pass thru, centers turn thru
Centers in, wheel and deal

OUR BABY

Centers slide thru, right and left thru
Turn the girl a full turn to face out
Sides crosstrail to a line of four
Cast off three quarters
Star thru, double pass thru
Cloverleaf, centers slide thru
Two ladies chain, everybody California twirl
Same girl, left allemande

by RUTH STILLION

We found our baby in 1949. She wasn't
ours but we adopted her, we just couldn't
resist her charms. Adoption always involves
certain changes in any household, and this
was no exception. We'd be needing books
and magazines on her care and feeding, and
to help solve the many little problems that
would surely arise from time to time. After
all, education is a very important thing when
there's a new baby to plan for.
We'd just have to have a new room added
on the house, and we were sure to need more
closet space for the new clothes and toys.
Our entire time schedule would have to
be changed, and adjusted to accomodate

FIGURES
by Ed Fraidenburg, Flint, Michigan
Four ladies chain
Heads half square thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Girls circulate, swing thru
Boys circulate, swing thru
Girls run, boys circulate
Everybody circulate
Boys run girls circulate
Everybody circulate
Left allemande..........

this enchanting child. There would be night
feedings and floor walking on occasion, but
we knew it would all be worth while, for
everyone knows how much joy and happiness a baby can bring. Ours was no exception— how well I remember the many little
rhymes, the fun of playing "Patty Cake,"
the first steps, and the many new friends
and playmates.
Twenty years have gone by, and nights
of walking the floor have become cherished
memories. Our baby has grown and developed as one might expect any normal, healthy child to grow. There was kindergarten,
elementary school and higher education.
There were goals to be made and met and
special days we can never forget.
Yes— our baby has realized world wide
acclaim. I'm sure by now you all know
her name

Side ladies chain
Heads square thru
Do-sa-do to a wave
Everybody do a U-turn back
Girls cast off three quarters
Boys circulate twice
Girls swing thru
Center girls run
Girls only cast off three quarters
Everybody cast off three quarters
Left allemande
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TR-1625

TR-1656 HF2

25 Watt Amplifier

56 Watt Amplifier

List Price $254.95

List Price $464.95

Callers Net $169.95

Callers Net $309.95

Other models and combinations in stock
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Mary & Bill Elder

Phone 304 564-5429
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SQUARE DANCE EVENING IN JAPAN
On our recent trip to the Orient,
we were furnished the names of 9 S/D
clubs in or near Tokyo by the Central Registry of World Dancers in San
Antonio, Texas.
We spent one Sunday afternoon
trying to locate one club; then contacted the caller of the Kasumi Club
by telephone, to make arrangements
to go to their club on Friday, our last
evening in Tokyo. This appeared to
be impossible as we were scheduled
for an all-day trip to Nikko, some distance north of Tokyo and would not
return until 7 p.m., and the Kasumi
Squares were located far to the south
of Tokyo. After several telephone
conversations, it was agreed that it
was impossible for us to get there.
Imagine our delight and surprise
to hear an announcement over the
train loud speaker that we would be
met at the railroad station by a member of the club to escort us to the
dance. The young man from the club
found us in the crowds and took us to
a suburb of Tokyo via taxi and two
subway lines, in the latter of which
we stood for 40 minutes. It was most
fortunate that he met us, for we would
never have found the place otherwise.
The city of Tokyo is so enormous,
the language is a real barrier, and
there are such crowds of people.
Some 3 million commute every day,
and the train stations are jammed.
Everyone was so glad to see us,
and made us feel so welcome. Much
to our surprise we got along fine in
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the tips, as the Japanese caller, Akira
lno-u-e calls in English, but with a
promounced accent. The club members had prepared a printed sign for
us and tacked it to the wall (Welcome
Mr. & Mrs. Fitzpatrick) and they also
took our pictures with the group.
At the end of the dance session,
they formed a circle and sang a farewell song in Japanese. Several members then came over, bowed, and
shook hands with us ,before leaving.
They made us feel they were honored
and delighted to have us. The evening
we spent with the Kasumi Squares is
one of the highlights of our Oriental
trip.
J.L. Fitzpatrick
Maple Heights, Ohio
LOUISVILLE WILL BE
HEAVENLY IN '70!
Vacation time is fast moving, just
like square dancing. Next year's vacation will be coming up just like the
next tip on the dance floor. Think
about the 19th National Si() Convention in Louisville, Ky. on June 25,26
and 27,1970.
The home of the Kentucky Derby
will host the convention. You won't
want to miss seeing beautiful Churchill Downs, the Bluegrass Horse
Farms, Fort Knox with the gold vault,
Patton Museum and the many plants
unique to Kentucky. The state is famous for beautiful women, fast horses and good whiskey.
The strains of Stephen Foster's
"My Old Kentucky Home" will echo
from Bardstown to the Ky. Fair and
Exposition Center where all will join
hands in the giant Coliseum and circle to the East Wing. Four college
football games could be played in the
East Wing at the same time and still
have room for spectators. Over 300
squares will join hands in the Coliseum.
Years ago a famed writer said "God
intended for people to visit Kentucky
just to view the beautiful scenery."
Make it a must for your 1970 vacationwrite to P.O. Box 1970, Louisville,
Ky. 40201 for information.

KnAr.14.1=-T-ACT.,X
EVENTS

TENNESSEE— Knoxville S/D Assoc.
(614 Jessamine St.) announces two
guest callers for this season: Oct. 18,
Dick Jones; Nov. 18, Frank Lane.
Sam Truan
VERMONT— 6th Fall Foliage Festival at National Life Bldg. in Montpelier, sponsored by Capitol Couples
Club. Contact Don & Lydia Pine, 11
Dewey St. Montpelier, Vt.
KENTUCKY Ky. Kapers Weekend,
Oct. 10-12 at Cumberland Falls. Write
George Keith, 4024 Lambert Ave.
Louisville, Ky.
CALIFORNIA— S.C.V.S.D.A. 13th
Annual Jubilee, Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds, 344 Tully Rd, San Jose,
Oct. 10-12. Featured are Bob & Dick
Parrish and the Stotlers. Write Billy
Barton, 373 Roan St. San Jose 95123
NEBRASKA— The Prairie Schooners
S/D Club of Sidney will present Stan
Burdick as their Festival caller and callers clinic coordinator. Dancing will
he at Central School; clinic at Yendis Cafe. Write Myron & Jean Fless
ner, R R 3, Potter, Neb. 69156.0ct.18-1 "
INDIANA— 13th Hoosier S/D Festival, Oct. 24-26, with Dick Jones
and Bob van Antwerp, Norma and
Phil Roberts on rounds. Write Luke
Anderson, 2513 E. Blackford Ave.
Evansville, Ind. 47714.
TENNESSEE— 7th Ann. Mid-South
S & R/D Festival, Chisca Plaza Motor
Hotel, Oct. 31-Nov. 1 in Memphis.
Callers are Lee Helsel and Earl Johnston; R/D leaders are Ben & Vivian
Highburger. Write Bob & Nellie Bunnell, 4292 Mickey Dr, Memphis, Tenn.

MARYLAND— The Wee Bee S/D
Club's 7th Autumn Whirl will be Nov.
1 at Towsontown Jr. Hi School in
Towson, Md. from 7:30 - 10:30 p.m.
with Vaughn Parrish calling. Ginny
Carver will cue rounds.
NEBRASKA— Nite-Owl Western Mardi Gras, Nov. 1, 10th Floor Ballroom,
Livestock Exchange Bldg., presented
by Omaha Area Callers Assoc., 7 p.m.
to 5 a.m. features breakfast, exhibitions, King and Queen contest, TV
raffle.
COLORADO— R/D Assoc. presents
Touchdown in Denver, Nov. 7-9,
with head coaches Willie & Vonnie
Stotler, at the Colo. Grange Bldg.,
2475 W. 26th Ave. Denver. Write:
Clarence & Tilma Ensign, 5901 So.
Race, Littleton, Colo. 80120.
Doc==a=tx===x)c=o=

LOOK

CALLERS
DANCERS
CLUBS
LEADERS

BADGES THAT SAY HELLO— Any
size, shape or design, 50 colors in stock.
Can copy any design or motif, or design a new badge for you. Send in
sketch for free club samples.
Write for new free goofy and fun qualifying badge booklets. Fun qualifying
badges std. $1.00; deluxe $1.25.
New and used sound equipment— all
makes and power sizes, featuring Bogen, Califone and Newcomb. Mikes:
AKG, Electro-Voice, Norelco, Shure;
Sony and Vega Wireless Mikes. Sony
tape recorders. Recording Tape AudioSony- Reel- Cartridge- Cassette.
Other equipment: sound columns, monitors, mike and speaker stands, 7" record envelopes: clear plastic & green
stock, Speedup & SloDown for floors.
S/D Boosters Bumper Strips, auto antenna Flags, Decals, License Plates.
PLASTIC ENGRAVING SERVICES

BOB ROTTMANN
11041 So. To/man Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60655
Beverly 3-5527 or 233-5527
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UN
ACROSS
1. October holiday
10. "--- You From Dixie?"
11. Kind of hat
12. "Del ---" old R/D
13. Fisherman's needs
15. South Amr
15. South American country
16. Dogs
19. Wins affection
20. -- sa-do
22. Ladies chain (abbr.)
24. Insects
27. "----gate Bounce"
28. Correct
29. Ship's company
32. Groups of four couples
35. "Bless Your Pea-Pickin H---t"
36. "--- join hands and circle"
38. Things (law)
39. Ghostly holiday
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DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
14.
15.
17.
18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
25.
26.
27.
30.
31.
33.
34.
36.
37.
38.

"--dy Kisses"
Source of minerals
"--- A Smile Be Your Umbrella"
Part of a caller's job (abbr.)
thru
"-Jumped The Devil"
Costume
Broadcast
" Are My Sunshine"
Japanese money
" ky"
Paid notice
Musical note
Square
"-- The Carrousel"
Chinese mile
Group of beginners
See--- taw
Greeting
Football scores (abbr.)
Cheer
Time span
Before (poet.)
One set plus two
Indian mulberry
Left Wing (abbr.)
Concerning

BY MYRTIS LITMAN
BUILD YOUR HASH
by Ed Michl
tion. The Zero Movement stems from
the Setup and is the theme which
distinguishes one hash dance from

This manual presents the building block method of calling hash and
aims at easy visualization of choreography at key points. The dance sequence is first broken down in its different parts and analyzed to understand the building blocks, which are
then put back together to make up
the hash dance. The elements the caller is most concerned with are formation and location, which he must
learn to create and vary compatibly
to keep the dancers moving or flowing satisfactorily. The five building
blocks are named by the author as
follows: Spot, Setup, Zero Movement, Unsetup, and Unspot. Their
initials — SSZUU — are pronounced
SEZ YOU. The Spot is location of
the corner in the square formation.
The Setup is the specific formation
which is used as the starting forma-

t

another. The Unsetup converts the
Setup back to the original square.
The Unspot is the final simple movement bringing the corners back for
the allemande and depends upon the
spot location. It is the use of the
spot location idea, which is presented
in this book for the first time, that
leads to surprising left allemandes
and was the discovery of the author
which enabled him to present choreography in.this fashion. Examples of
the spot are given in the most used
formations and pages for your own
notes are provided at the end of the
book. The underlying hope throughout the book is that organization of
material and ready reference will enable the caller to vary his material
and increase his repertoir.

Yi Hopp
BADGE '4,$)

$2.50
INCLUDING 48 RHINESTONES
We will set stones for eligible states at
time of order. You can set remaining
stones with any good glue.

THIS BADGE IS USED TWO WAYS
I-THE STATES YOU HAVE BEEN IN
2-THE STATES YOU HAVE DANCED IN
Se, .0.

"Vs pg-. on 860(1, S,

•140. NI nil

Tb. MARTI Co.
le • I/
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PETTICOATS

AND SISSY
PANTS

J

MODEL SP100

$400

fl

/

This style fits beautifully. Five tiers of lace. White, Pink,
Blue in Dacron and cotton blend. Red and Block ore in
cotton broadcloth only, also White with Pink and Blue
lace (Multi-colored). Sizes: PS ML and XL.

47.4
.1":1
11 Rig.
....4).1 114116

- -r •

, I I .1.

h

MODEL
SP102
$700

MODEL
SP101
$500

Nylon tricot sissy pants. Cut wide and
shirred in with 7 rows matching lace
using elastic thread to give form fitting
pants of exceptional comfort and frilly
beauty. White, Black, Red, Pink, Blue,
Yellow, Multi (Pink/Blue). Sizes: S M
L and XL.
MODEL P100

'8'

A new style with tricot yoke.
Outer skirt of crisp "Nylon Baby
Horsehair.- underskirt of soft nylon sheer to prevent scratchiness.
Self-colored binding on each tier.
White, Red, Black. Pink, Blue .
Orchid, Green, Yellow and Beige.
Sires: P S M L.
MODEL P101. Some as Model
P100. Each tier variegates into
several poste! colors. $12.00.
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Cotton batiste pantaloons with row
upon row of nylon lace sewed with elostic thread to give a form fitting all
over shirred effect. White, Black, Red,
Pink, Blue, Yellow, Multi (Pink/Blue).
Sizes: S M L and XL.

'14"

MODEL P102

With two layers of nylon chif.
fon, deluxe style billows so very
full it finishes with 18 yards on
each layer. White. Red, Black,
Pink, Blue. Sizes: P S M L.

MODEL P104

'16"

A new 50 to 60-yard petticoat
special silky nylon marquis',
ette designed for fullness. Ad\
/ Listable waistband on cotton
batiste fop. White, Red, Pink,
Black, Turquoise, Yellow, Mint,
Orchid, Multi-color. Sized by
length: 20", 21", 22", 23",
24", 25", 26".
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RDER FORM

SHIP TO (PLEASE PRINT):

DATE

NAME
ADDRESS

CM'

STATE

CATALOG
NUMBER

HOW
MANY

NAME OF ITEM

ZIP CODE
COLOR , SIZE

PucE

❑ PAYMENT ENCLOSED C CHARGE MY ACCOUNT
ILUNOIS RESIDENTS ADD 5c TAX FOR EACH DOLLAR OF GOODS

WE PAY POSTAGE

•

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1622 N. RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60004
(312) 255-4060
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP $1.00. Modern progressive lines, circles and squares.
Contras to please today's dancers.

• SOTriSIDEr
ca,toc, s'
9.,16.1 of
FOR SQUARE DANCERS

SPLIT—YER—SIDES (150 cartoons) $1.50
ppd. Miles of smiles for dancers and callers.
Reprints from New England Caller and
SQUARE DANCE.

90/10 Badge- Identification for callers who
will cater to 90% of floor at all times, 50e
SING—ALONG CALLS (30 pages) S2.00
Adaptations of popular recordings for easy
level dancing.

ERSY

CALLS
CALLERS CLINIC $5.00. 60 pages of caller
class material, much choreography, examples
and systems for callers at any stage.

ORDER FROM THIS
MAGAZINE

SQUARE DANCE DIPLOMAS

1O

Postage is paid

EACH

25 or more.

ASK ABOUT
QUANTITY
PRICES

ALSO
ROUND DANCE
DIPLOMAS

DECORATE WITH

DANCER CUTOUTS

P 0 BOX 788
SANDUSKY,OHIO
44870

STEP—CLOSE—STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS, (64 exercises) $3.25 ppd. 10 week
dancer proven basic course, dance positions, R/D terminology, mixers, basic styling hints and helps on teaching.
ORDER FROM: Frank Lehnert, 2844 S.
109th St. Toledo, Ohio.

CARDBOARD

(like design above)

Approx. Sizes & Prices:
9"x 11"
12" x15"
18" a 23"
No post.
chg. on 3
Or more.

Ask about
Jumbo
size----
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$ .75 ea.
1.00 ea.
1.25 ea.

Made in
Retarded
Adult
Workshop

CARTOON POSTERS AS SHOWN
IN CENTER OF OUR JUNE, '69
ISSUE---SIZE: 11x17;' ALL 8--$5.

SIGN-OFF WORD
Fear less, nope more;
Eat less, chew more;
Whine less, breathe more;
Talk less, say more;
Hate less love more;
Hate less, love more;
And all good things are yours.
TIP TOPICS
Cleveland, Ohio
000.=
=4X=ItItC=r1.1.0434=itkt=4.K=11•0

SQUARE DANCE
CLOTHING

places
to
dance

MICHIGAN

THREE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING

RUTHAD (313-841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit, Mich. 48209

REBEL ROUNDUP

Prettier, perkier petticoats, pantalettes

FUN FEST SWAP SHOP

p

1.

1969

Write Fontana Village Resort
Fontana Dam, North Carolina 28733

NORTH CAROLINA
Mary's Western Wear
2710 Simpkins Rd.
Raleigh, N.C. 27603
Quality Square Dance Wear
OHIO
Hergatt's Western Shop
50 N. Linwood Ave.
Norwalk, Ohio 44857
Everything WESTERN

SQUARE TOGS
11757 U.S. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241
Records available, too!

•Record•

DISTRIBUTORS
OHIO
Twelgrenn Enterprises
R.O.Box 16
Bath, Ohio

WEST VIRGINIA
Square Dance & Western Shop
182-A-9 Wylie Ridge Rd. - Rt. 1
Weirton, W. Va. 26062

MI SSO UR I
Webster Record Distributors
124 W. Lockwood
St. Louis 63119

Newcombs and parts in stock
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RECORDS

'1HE RECORD DESIGNED . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

WW 116 — new hoedown

DRUMMER BOY
Music by the Wagonmasters

WW 308 —

BE GLAD

By Beryl Mein
and the Wagon-Masters
P.O. Box 364

44

Arvada, Colorado

FROM P.O. Box 788
SANDUSKY OHIO
44870

